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CHAPTER I
SCOPE OF THE PAPER
1. Problem and Method
This study is concerned with the extent to which
high-school seniors are familiar with current-happenings
as reported in the newspapers and periodicals. The main
purpose of this study is to measure, by means of an ob-
jective test, the pupils’ knowledge of persons and events
on the current political, economic, and social scene.
The test used in this study was constructed especially
for this purpose by the writer. 1/ it consists of 125 ob-
jective questions of the five-item, multiple-choice type
and two completion questions. It was constructed from items
in the following sources: (1) Lif
e
, (2) Time , (3) Readers
Digest
,
( 4 ) Harpers , ( 5 ) New Republic , ( 6 ) Saturday Evening
Post
, (7) Current History , ( In addition, the daily copies,
for the year 1945, of the Boston Globe were scanned for
pertinent material.
The test was given to 584 high-school seniors during
the months of January and February 1946. This group con-
sisted of 237 boys and 347 girls. The schools varied in
total enrollment from 75 to over 2000 students. The
1/ See Chapter 2 pages 18 to 40
- 1 -

2schools were especially selected to get as diversified a
group as possible .
The test was devised to be completed by students in
one forty-five minute period. Experts believe that one
minute should be allowed for each three multiple-choice
items. Since the test consists of 125 items, it should
be well within a pupil’s capacity to complete the test to
the best of his ability in that time. It is designed to
keep written expression of thought down to a minimum. The
pupils were asked several questions on the opening page
of the test intended to differentiate between students
2 /following the various paths of high-school life. —
In order that the test might have a high validity, the
writer sampled thoroughly and included material from
a wide range of subjects. Those items which suggested
alertness to social, political, and economic areas were
selected.
The reliability of this test has been checked by means
of an odd-even analysis with a resulting coefficiency
correlation of 0.96 . —
^
1/ Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich p. 164
2/ See current happenings test pages 18 to 40
3/ See appendix page 67

Scoring of the test was accomplished by means sug-
gested by Greene, Jorgensen, and Gerberich, the formula
being R-
^
2. Results of Related Investigations
Much has been said in regard to the importance of
newspapers and periodicals in the lives of high-school
students. There seems, however, to be a scarcity of def-
inite proof of this point. The literature contains few
valid studies in this field.
Gustave A. Feingola made a study of high-school pu-
2/pils to determine their newspaper and reading habits. —
He selected, at random, 350 boys and 392 girls in grades
9 to 12 in a school which had a large up to date library.
The survey revealed that only three per cent did not read
a newspaper at all. Seventy-eight per cent read at home
while eighteen per cent read the paper at school. The pro-
portion in this respect was about equal between boys and
girls. Sixty-nine per cent read more than one newspaper.
Seventeen per cent spent less than fifteen minutes with
the paper. Fifty-one per cent devoted fifteen to thirty
minutes. Twenty-six per cent spent thirty to sixty
l/lbid p. 166
^/Gustave A Feingold, ’’Newspaper Tastes of High-School
Students”. School and Society (April 29, 1944)

4minutes, while the remaining six per cent gave more than
one hour. With respect to the plan used, nineteen per cent
of the boys and eighteen per cent of the girls said that
they glanced at the headlines only. Sixty-four per cent of
the boys and fifty-two per cent of the girls read everythin??;
bearing on their special interests. Ten per cent of the boys
and twelve per cent of the girls said that they read almost
everything thoroughly, while forty-six per cent of the boys
and forty-eight per cent of the girls confessed that they
had no special reading plan. The vast majority of the stu-
dents covered by the study, eighty-five per cent, declared
that they had benefited in their school work by reading the
newspapers
.
In turning to the parts of the newspaper which high-
school students always or nearly always read, Mr. Feingold
lists the following table from his study:
'
5Parts of the paper always or nearly always read
Part Percent of Boys Percent of Girl s
Front page 98.9 94.8
Comic section 100. 79.1
Sports 87.3 73.1
Radio News 81.6 64.9
Moning picture news 78. 63.
Theater news 87.6 65.5
School news 66.4 ‘56.3
News items (page 2 and on) 56.5 65.5
Industry and science 48. 27.4
Editorial page 26.3 38.9
Want ads 36.2 27.7
Advertisements 28.8 32.6
Lost and found 35. 25.8
Fashions 2. 46.2
Government 21.8 27.4
Womens page .3 42.1
Crime 24.8 16.3
Fiction 21.2 18.2
Personals 14.4 23.4
Book reviews 17.2 17.1
Amateur page 16.7 17.3
Obituaries 9.6 22.8
Education 7.9 23.1
Music 14.4 15.2
Household hints .6 28.
Columns 13.3 13
Gossip 9.9 15.5
Art news 13.8 9.
Poetry 8.2 13.9
Financial news 11. 9.5
Occupations 6.5 11.7
Shipping 12.4 1.1
Religion- 4.3 6.6
«,
.
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6Albert Brooks, in 1930, coducted a survey to determine
the civic interests, understandings, and attitudes of high-
school seniors. —
^
The survey consisted of a test made up
of five parts designed to test the various phases of their
knowledge of current problems.
Test l--"Familiarity with important people of the dav."
It consisted of 20 names of people well known in 1930, such
as Lloyd George, Dwight Morrow, Elihu Root, etc. This test
was administered to 250 students. The range was 0 to 18, the
median being 5. This indicated a low degree of knowledge of
important people in everyday life.
Test 2-- "Common phrases of the day". This test was made
up of 20 phrases as "Laissez Faire", "Open Door Policy",
and the "Spoils System" . The students were asked to identify
each phrase. The range was 0 to 13. The median was again
very low, four.
Test 3 "A completion test of 15 statements relating
to our government, other governments, etc." For example,
the first ten amendments were known as
.
The
present political party in England is
.
The
range was 0 to*15 with .another low median of five.
Test 4--A true-false test of 20 statements concerning
1/ "A Test of Civic Interests, Attitudes, and Understand-
ings of High-School Seniors." Albert Brooks, unpublish-
ed Masters Thesis at Boston University, 1930
-i
7our- form of government, its voting proceedures, etc'.1
For example, political parties exist in United States
although the Constitution forbids them. Every person who
resides in United States five years is a citizen. Each
congress has two sessions, both beginning in December. On
this test the range was ) to 18, the median being ten.
Test 5 "Attitude Test." This consisted of 12 state-
ments designed to interpret their attitudes on current prob-
lems. For example: We should give the Phillipinos their in-
dependence. United States should join the League of Nations
in the near future. The answers, in the form of yes and no,
"seem to indicate that the seniors respect the rights of
others, believe in the extension of good will but are to
national to believe in establishment of a world state
through proletariat cooperation or to forego suspicions
of other nations."
It is interesting to note, in connection with this last
question, the attitude of students in 1930 as compared to
the adult population today. The students in this study were
definitely espousing isolationism.
1 / op. cit. p.67

During the school year 1940-1941, Dr. Roy 0. Eillett
and a group of students at Boston University, School of
Education, conducted a survey to determine the reading
habits of a group of 9th to 12th grade students.
For 1567 pupils distributed through grades 9 to 12
inclusive, a questionnaire and check list dealing with a
number of aspects of intelligent reading of newspapers was
prepared and administered by the members of the class, the
majority of whom were teachers in service. The data thus
obtained were studied and interpreted with particular ref-
erence to ninth-grade pupils. The results indicate:
1. The great majority of ninth-graders included in thi
study now read regularly or frequently: comic strips; car-
toons; school news; headlines; radio programs; movie page;
sports; local news; weather.
2. Many ninth-graders read regularly or frequently;
aviation, science; advertising; foreign news; state and
national news; personal briefs; news of clubs; churches;
and other social organizations; hobbies of special inter-
est, such as gardening, puzzles, quizzes, needlework.
1/ Roy 0. Billett, "The Unit on the Reading of Newspapers"
~ The English Journal ( January 1942 pp. 15-31 )

93. The great majority of ninth-graders do not read
market; finance; diet; health; editorials; letters to the
editor; feature articles by columnists; book and play
reviews
.
4. Each department of the newspaper is being read reg-
ularly or frequently by at least a few ninth-graders.
5. A few ninth-graders never read any part of a news-
paper .
6. Most ninth-graders do not know what newspapers out-
side the local area are like. They do not see the newspaper
as a state and national as well as a local institution.
7. A few, but only a few, ninth-graders think the im-
portance of a news article is indicated always by the size
of the headlines or the space or position alloted to the
article, or by any two or by all three.
8. A few, but only a few, ninth-graders really think
that they can believe all they read in the newspaper.
9. Most ninth-graders do not know how news is gathered.
10.
Most ninth-graders are ignorant of the criteria of
good composition as applied to the writing of a newspaper
article

10
3. Importance of the Study
In the light of present day events, it seems imper-
ative that everyone be familiar with the complex world
in which we live. The last two wars have brought this
fact to the front in the mind of each citizen who is
interested in the future peace of the world.
The discovery of the atomic bomb may result in the
destruction of the earth but it has awakened the people
of the world to the fundamental problems of the interde-
pendence of man on his fellow men. There is much to in-
dicate that philosophers have failed to interest people,
as a whole, in the spiritual, moral, and economic found-
ations or mankinds unity. The atomic scientists, rocket,
and radar technicians have succeeded within a few months
in bringing to all mankind an understanding of the ines-
capable necessity of uniting the world.
Never before in history has the common man been imbued
with such deep anxiety; never before has he been so ready
to act to safeguard civilization. The complexity of the
problem is bewildering. Wherever groups congregate, whether
old or young, rich or poor, black or white, they
inevitably discuss the current problems of the day. That
all are interested signifies the great importance of the
problem.
<
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The solution of the current problem of world unrest is
probably the most difficult task ahead of us as citizens
today. It is an especially important task for our statesmen,
writers, newspapermen and other leaders. It must certainly
be solved by different methods than those used in the past
in solving problems. The answer must apply to human beings
everywhere because this problem surpasses every division
and section that has existed before.
There seems to be no miraculous panacea for the evils
of humanity. The final answer to this world problem will
come when the human attitude as a whole toward his fellow
man has achieved perfection.
To achieve this perfection will require a broad, assid-
uous, intensive, self-education and a wider knowledge of the
outside world for most people. Most people will need to
learn to become more familiar with the newspapers, period-
icals, radio news commentators, educators, scientists, and
other public leaders.
In the course of a process of self-education, the in-
dividual will get acquainted with many facts about the
other peoples which he had not known before. He will throw
aside many prejudices and realize that the distinctions
as to race, color, and creed are not valid.
To many people, citizenship means going to the polls
'c
to vote on election day. Citizenship must mean a full par-
ticipation b£ the people in the administration of their
affairs. One must learn to he an active, intelligent, par-
ticipant in the complex group-living of today.
Today the complexity of history is universally recogni-
zed. Originally history seemed to deal mainly with wars and
battles, as history seemed mainly a continuous march of bat-
tles between groups. Today, however, the interest of histor-
ians is drawn toward the economic and social factors of
history.
The newspapers and periodicals occupy a strategic po-
sition in the molding of public opinion. The degree to which
they succeed is often questioned. The national election in
1936 demonstrated beyond a shadow of doubt that the press
may preach one way and the public will think and act in an
entirely different way. This may be due to the counteract-
ing influence of the radio and movie theaters. It is certain
that the newspapers do not mold public opinion on all iss-
ues. On some of the most important issues the Americam peo-
ple seem to do their own thinking. It may be that they are
quick to sense the difference between news and propaganda
and, with typical Yankee stubbornness, react contrariwise
to the newspapers unconscionable presentation of the facts.
H.G. Wells says: "History is a race between catastrophe
.'
.
.
.
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and education." There may be a possibility that the
fear of the released energy of atomic bombs will create a
fear of self-destruction great enough to prevent 'another
war. War has always carried with it the hazard of national
defeat, destruction, and humiliation. The discovery of the
atomic bomb has merely put a premium on a surprise agress-
ion. It must be our hope that in the race for pea ce ,’ educa-
tion will outdistance catastrophe’.
The activities of the school, newspaper, radio, theater,
and periodicals must contribute much to the pupil's know-
ledge of the world in which he is a part if, in the future,
he is to become an active, intelligent, participant in the
complex group-living of today.
High-school students speak of Iwo Jima, Guadalcanal,
and Okinawa as fluently and casually as of Cleveland,
Detroit or London. Returning servicemen are familiar
with foreign lands and their habits which would have per-
plexed an expert in geography ten years ago. Pearl Harbor
not only thrust us into war, it also altered the foreign
policy attitude of the people of our nation, We can no
longer cling to a policy of isolationism; it is gone for-
ever. Our social, political, and economic thinking is pass-
ing through a revolutionary era. Our lives and our future
are closely interrelated with the other families of the
.
14
world.
The importance of the problem of keeping the peace is
stated thus by James Conant, President of Harvard Univer-
sity: "Modern science and technology have so transformed
the art of war as to require us to rethink many of the
problems involved in an international attempt to keep the
peace . " —
^
It is hoped that this survey will throw light upon the
social-studies curriculum in the high-school as to the ad-
equacy of such programs in developing an appreciation of
the problems and issues of the present. This will be in
addition to the major purpose mentioned at the outset of
Chapter I.
1/ Life , April 2 , 1945 p.65

CHAPTER II
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
As was stated earlier, the test consisted of 125
items. The range in scores of the 584 students was 4 to
119 with a mean score of 65.16 . The results of the test
lend themselves well to portrayal by figures and charts.
For the purpose of closely analyzing the results it
seemed best to divide the group into the following class-
ifications: (1) sex: (2) age: (3) course being followed;
(4) number of newspapers read daily: (5) number of period-
icals read regularly; (6) language spoken in the home;
(7) number of social-studies courses taken in high-school;
(8) favorite subject in school; (9) number of family mem-
bers in the armed forces; (10) scores on individual quest-
ions of the test.
The individual scores of the test form nearly a perfect
curve of distribution as shown in Figure 1. The mean lies
practically mid-point on the base line indicating proper
difficulty of the test. The range of the scores was very
great, indicating a great alertness of current-happenings
on the part of some students and for others nearly a com-
plete unawareness of their political, economic, and social
surroundings
.
- 15 -
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The results will be discussed in the order mentioned
earlier with accompanying figures.
In order that the results and statistical data may
have greater meaning, the test given to the 584 students
is presented at the outset. Accompanying each question is
a column in which is recorded the correct percentage of
students answering correctly that particular item.
Number of
cases
220
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
32
36
54
-"^S 76
154
140
mean
65.16
wafBWitWw
42
,-98
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
Scores
Figure 1. Distribution of Scores of 584 Students
on the Current-Happenings Test
'*.
.
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Current Happenings Test
Dec. 1944 to Jan. 1946
Name of Student
Boy or Girl
Age
What subject or
course are you
majoring in?
What is your favor-
ite subject in school?
What newspapers do you
read regularly?
What magazines do you
read regularly?
How many social-study
courses have you had?
What language is spo-
ken in your home?
Who in your immediate
family was in the
armed forces?
(father, brother)

18
Directions: Place a check mark in the parentheses ( )
of the phrase or group of words which you
think correctly completes the statement.
Per cent correct
Test item
1. The present leader of the C.I.O. labor
union is:
( ) Sidney Hillman
( ) Phillip Murray
( ) Harry Bridges
( ) Clinton Golden
\ ) John Lewis
2
‘
union
r
if®
nt leader of the A -P- of L. labor
( ) Wiiliam Green
}
) Henry Kaiser
( ) John Lewis
>
) Sidney Hillman
' ) Lewis Schwellenbach
3. The former Vice President of Unit^riand now a cabinet member is :
d States
) Jesse Jones
James Parley
Henry Wallace
Edward Stettinius Jr.Cordell Hull
4. The
from
[
(
(
general recalled inChina was:
) Gen. Patton
) Gen. McArthur
) Gen. Stillwell
) Gen. Mark Clark
) Gen. Fateh
December of 1944
5
. The
(
(
(
(
(
leader of the European
^
7en * Eisenhower
| Montgomery
) 'j-en. McArthur
) Gen. Stillwell
) Gen. Patton
campaign was:
6. The British Ambassador to United States
during the war was:
( ) Winston Churchill
( ) Lord Halifax
Boys Girls
76 44
59 32
96 80
90 52
94 77
..
.
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Test item
Per cent
Boys
correct
Girls
( ) Edward VI
( ) Count Ciano
( ) Clement Atlee 84 68
7. The Prime Minister of England during
the war was:
( ) George VI
( ) Winston Churchill
|
( ) Clement Atlee
|
( ) Lloyd George
( ) Bernard Montgomery 97 92
8 . The Russian leader during the war was
:
( ) Lenin
( ) Molotov
( ) Jerome Bohn
( ) Stalin
( ) Joseph Szegeti 95 91
9 . The Chief of Staff in Washington until
very recently was:
( ) Gen. Marshall
( ) Gen. Mark Clark
( ) Gen. Eisenhower
( ) Gen. McArthur
( ) Gen. Patton 97 64
10. The leader of the British troops in Europe
was ••
( ) Gen. Simpson
( ) Gen. Montgomery
( ) Gen. Somervell
( ) Gen. Mountbatten
( ) Gen. Clark 95 76
11. The leader of the German Gestapo during
the war was:
( ) Adolph Hitler
( ) Hermann Goering
( ) Rudolph Hess
( ) Heinrick Himmler
( ) Von Ribbentrop 81 32
iI
t20
Per cent correct
Test item Boys Girls
12. The leading football team in United
States in 1944 and 1945 was:
( ) Notre Dame
( ) Navy
( ) Army
( ) University of Southern California
( ) Duke University 79 44
13. Leyte is located in:
( ) Italy
( ) Hawaiian Islands
( ) Japan
( ) Okinawa
( ) Philippine Islands 82 44
I-* • < i ro » as used by the Germans refers to:
( ) a jet propelled plane
( ) a high speed rocket bomb
( ) a ’’buzz-bomb”
( ) a huge tank
( ) a fast submarine 42 21
15. One of the great German generals was:
( ) Hess
( ) Von Runstedt
( ) Von Ribbentrop
( ) Fritz Reiner
( ) Kietel 61 28
16. The man who replaced Cordell Hull as
Secretary of State was:
( ) Harry Bridges
( ) James Byrnes
( ) Edward Stettinius Jr.
( ) Harry Truman
( ) Alben Barkley 61 50
17. The leader of liberated France is:
( ) Pierre Laval
( ) Marshal Petain
( ) General DeGaulle
( ) Jerome Bohn
( ) General Gerow 94 81

21
Test item Boys Girls
18. The leader of the famed third Army and
later transferred to the 15th Army was:
( ) Gen. Patch
( ) Gen. Mark Clark
( ) Gen. Arnold
( ) Gen. Patton
( ) Gen. Eisenhower 73 74
19. President Roosevelt took his fourth
term of office in 1945 on:
( ) March 3
( ) Jan. 20
( ) Jan. 1
( ) March 20
( ) Dec. 20 25 32
20. The large concern whose busniess was
seized by the government in Feb. 1945 was:
( ) Montgomery Ward Co.
( ) Ford Motor Co.
( ) Sears Roebuck Co.
( ) U.S. Steel Corporation
( ) General Motors Corporation 90 72
21. The March of Dimes program each year on
the birthday of President Roosevelt is
contributed to fight one of the follow-
ing diseases
.
( ) tuberculosis
( ) infantile paralysis
( ) pneumonia
( ) cancer
( ) under-nourished children 100 96
22. The war organization established to
enforce price ceilings is known as:
( ) W. M. C.
( ) F. F. A.
( ) T. V. A.
( ) R. F. C.
( ) 0. P. A.
i
98 98
23. The Russian general who defended Stalin- i
grad and Moscow and drove the Germans
back to Berlin was:
..
.
.
.
. .
22
Per cent correet
Test item
( ) Nikolai
( ) Rokossovsky
( ) Zhukov
( ) Voronov
( ) Clausewitz
24. The famous figure in politics,
mayor of Chicage, is:
( ) John Green
( ) Sidney Hillman
( ) Mayor LaGuardia
( ) Jesse Jones
( ) Edward Kelley
Bovs Girls
84 44
at present
64 36
25. The meeting of the ’’Big Three” at Yalta
was known as:
( )Bretton Woods Conference
( )Potsdam Conference
( )Quebec Conference
( )San Francisco Conference
( ) Crimean Conference
26. The ’’Big Three” which met at Potsdam
included:
( ) Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin
( ) Roosevelt, McKenzie King and Stalin
( ) Truman, Churchill, and Chang Kai Chek
( ) Truman, Atlee, and Stalin
( ) Roosevelt, AtTee, and Stalin 37
27. The island of 8 square miles in the Pacific
taken in Feb. 1945 from the Japs at sudh
a terrific cost in American lives was:
( ) Iwo Jima
( ) Saipan
( ) Okinawa
( ) Tarawa
( ) Kwa jelain 62
28. The airplane used extensively for air-
sea rescue during the war was the:
( ) cub
( ) mustang
( ) helicopter
( ) clipper
( ) gyroplane 82
19
56
48
.
Per cent correct
Test item Boys Girls
29 . The present governor of New York is:
( ) Tobin
( ) Dewey
( ) Saltonstall
( ) LaGuardia
( ) O' Dwyer 51 41
30. The famous Japanese prison camp where the
Bataan prisoners were kept was:
( ) Santo Thomas
( ) Buchenwald
( ) Oswiecim
( ) Dachau
( ) Belsen Concentration Camp 58 32
31. The fastest fighter plsne used by the
U. 5. Army and engine propelled was:
( ) P-39
( ) P-38
( ) P-47
( ) P-51
( ) P-61 32 13
32. The huge "Superfortress” used effectively
against Japan is known as the:
( ) B-29
( ) C-47
( ) B-17
( ) B-24
( ) B-25 91 68
33. The famous Ludendorf Bridge at Remagen
captured intact by the Allies crosses
one of the following rivers.
( ) Rhine
( ) Rhone
( ) Danube
( ) Oder
( ) Volga 81 61
34. Hitler's mountain home was located at:
( ) Aachen
( ) Ber chtesgaden
( ) Versailles
( ) Berlin 84 48
( ) Stuttgart
..
.
24
Per cent correct
Test Item Boys Girls
35. The famous Admiral of the third fleet
who vowed he would ride Hirohito’s horse
was
:
( ) Adm. King
( ) Adm. Spruance
( ) Adm.. Mi ts cher
( ) Adm. Nimitz
( ) Adm. Halsey 70 60
36. The famous flag raising at Mount Suri-
bachi was on the island of:
( ) Tarawa
( ) Saipan
( ) Guam
( ) Iwo Jima
( ) Guadalcanal 91 64
37. The highest award in our nation to war
heroes is the:
( ) Congressional Medal of Honor
( ) Purple Heart
( ) Presidential Citation
( ) Legion of Merit
( ) Distinguished Service Medal 88 64
38. The ’’Royal Tiger” of this war refers to:
( ) a powerful mortar used by U.S.
( ) a large bomber used by Germany
similiar to our B-29
( ) the commandant at the Dachau
Concentration Camp
( ) a huge German tank
( ) the title given to the desert fox,
General Rommel 48 12
39. By the term ’’Battlewagon” we refer to:
( ) a modern battleship
( ) a heavy cruiser
( ) a submarine!
V ) a fast destroyer
( ) a high-speed P.T. boat 95 52
40. The Coast Guard organization for woman
is known as:
..
.
I
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Per cent correct
Test Item Boys Girls
( ) the Spars
( ) the Wafs
( ) the Waves
( ) the Wrens
( ) the Wacs 92 92
41. The famous correspondent killed in the
Pacific on the island of Ie Shima was
:
( ) Bob Reuben
( ) Ernie Pyle
( ) Clete Roberts
( ) Burgess Meredith
( ) Bob Landry 98 93
42. The number of men and women in the ser-
vice of U.S. during the war was about:
( ) 300,000
( ) 1,200,000
( ) 5,000,000
( ) 8,000,000
( )12 , 000,000 54 60
43. The author of "Brave Men" and "The Story
of G.I. Joe" is:
( ) Walter Winchell
( ) Harold Laski
( ) Charles Beard
( ) Upton Sinclair
( ) Ernie Pyle 99 92
44. In April 1945, the great World War I
leader, Lloyd George died. He was leader
of one of the following nations.
( ) England
( ) Prance
( ) Australia
( ) Canada
( ) United States 62 52
45. President Roosevelts death occured on:
( ) Jan. 12
( ) April 12
( ) June 12
( ) Aug. 12
( ) Sept. 12 <
61 76

26
Test Item Boys Girls
46. The United Nations Conference on Inter-
national Organization was known as:
( ) Teheran Conference
( ) San Francisco Conference
( ) Ottawa Conference
( ) Bretton Woods Conference
( ) Potsdam Conference 80 72
47. The Secretary of the treasury from 1934
to 1945 in the Roosevelt Administration
was •
( ) Sumner Welles
( ) Cordell Hull
( ) Henry Wallace
( ) Henry Morganthau Jr.
( ) Fred Vinson 89 84
48. In May 1945, the 16 major league baseball
clubs elected a new Commissioner of Base-
ball. He was:
( ) Joe Cronin
( ) Leo Derocher
( ) Martin Marion
( ) Senator Albert (Happy) Chandler
( ) Morton Cooper 69 44
49. The underground movement in Germany in
the last days of the war was known as:
( ) Wehrmadt
( ) Werewolves
( ) Hitler Youth
( ) Schweinerei
( ) Volksopfer 35 19
50. President Truman’s home state is:
( ) Ohio
( ) Kansas
( ) Missouri
( ) Nebraska
( ) New York 89 84
51 . The official surrender of the German
army was on one of the following days.
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( ) May 7
( ) June 6
( ) August 7
( 0 April 2
( ) July 20 46 44
52. The Russian foreign minister at the San
Francisco Conference was:
( ) Stalin
( ) Voronov
( ) Zhukov
( ) Nikolai
( ) Molotov 93 76
53. The last island captured by U.S. from
the Japanese leading up to the eventual
landings in Japan itself was:
( ) Okinawa
( ) Philippines I
|
( ) Iwo Jima (
f
( ) Saipan 1
( ) Guam 58 61
54 . The man representing U.S. in the War
Crimes prosecution in Germany is:
( ) Harlan Stone
( ) Robert Jackson
( ) Felix Frankfurter
( ) Frank Murphy
( ) William Douglas 56 37
55 . One of the famous extermination camps
in Germany was located at:
( ) Munich
( ) Dachau
( ) Aachen
*
( ) Frankfurt
( ) Nurnberg 43 38
56. The U.S. aircraft carrier which was
bombed by the Japs in March 1945 and
heroically saved by its crew with a
loss of 832 lives was the:
I
( ) Franklin Roosevelt
( ) Saratoga 49 56
( ) Franklin
( ) Hornet
( ) Wasp
. .
28
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57 . The present King of England is:
( ) Edward VIII
( ) Leopold III
( ) George VI
( ) Edward VI
( ) George V 75 68
58 . The German leader who poisoned himself
rather than face trial for atrocities was:
( ) Rudolph Hess
( ) Franz Schwarz
( ) Von Ribhentrop
( ) Hermann Goering
( ) Himmler 64 36
59. The present Sec. of Labor following the
res ignation of Frances Perkins is:
( ) Tom Clark
( ) Edward Stetinius Jr.
( ) James Byrnes
( ) Robert Hannigan
( ) Lewis Schwellenbach 76 64
60. The party in power in England at presnt is:
( ) Conservatives
( ) Liberals
( ) Radicals
( ) Tories
( ) Labor 69 28
61. "vVillow Run” was a huge war time develop-
ment in Detriot for the manufacture of:
( ) trucks
( ) bombers
( ) atomic bombs
( ) jeeps
( ) tanks 69 28
62. The Prime Minister of Canada re-elected
in June 1945 was:
( ) Sir John McDonald
( ) Archibald MacLeish
( ) McKenzie King
( ) Ernest Bevin
( ) Anthony Eden 85 56
4
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winner of the Kentucky Derby in 1945
was ••
( ) Sea Biscuit
( ) Hoop Jr.
( ) Pot '0 Luck
( ) Alsab
( ) Whirlaway 37 12
64. Britains invention to keep landing fields
free of fog was known as:
( ) radar
( ) liquid fire
( ) fido
( ) D.D.T.
( ) proximity fuze device 43 16
65. The German surrender papers are on file at:
( ) National Archives Building
( ) White House
( ) Pentagon Building
( ) Library of Congress
( ) Smithsonian Institute 13 8
66 . Our present Sec. of State is:
( ) Edward Stetinius Jr.
( ) James Byrnes
( ) Cordell Hull
( ) James Forestall
( ) Frank Murphy 57 52
67. The very effective and dangerous weapon
used bv the Japs in the final stages of
the war was known as ’’Kamikaze ’’ . This
refers to:
( ) "V-2"
( ) flame throwers
( ) robot controlled bombers
( ) suicide planes
( ) land mines 96 80
68 . On July 28, 1945, a B-25 bomber crashed
into a tall N.Y. structure causing heavy
loss of life. This building was:
( ) Rockefeller Center
( ) Empire State Building 1 1
( ) Radio City
( ) Chrysler Building 98 93
( ) W a ldorf -Astoria Building
. . .
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69. The fastest and latest fighter plane pro-
pelled by jet propulsion is the:
( ) P-38
( ) P-51
( ) P-80
( ) P-47
( ) P-61 68 24
70. The champion golfer of U.S. in 1945 was:
/
) Eobby Jones
( ) Byron Nelson Jr.
( ) Sam Snead
( ) Jimmy Thompson
( ) Harold McSpaden 70 32
71. The Atomic Bomb uses as its basic mineral:
( ) mercury
( ) uranium
( ) manganese
( ) phosphorus
( ) molytenedium 97 65
72. The first Japanese city to be partially
destroyed by the Atomic Bomb was:
( ) Osaka
( ) Nagasaki
( ) Hiroshima
( ) Kobe
( ) Yokohama 69 48
73. The term ’’Nisei’s" refers to:
( ) American soldiers of Japanese descent
( ) Germans loyal to Hitler
( ) Americans of Italian descent
( ) Soldiers from Hawaii serving in
United States Army.
( ) Girls from New Zealand who married
United States soldiers. 72 44
74. The next ruler of England will probably be:
( ) Edward VIII
( ) George VII
( ) Winston Churchill 73 76
( ) Queen Elizabeth
( ) Princess Elizabeth
-
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75.
The modern invention which allowed ships,
planes, and bases to detect an enemy that
they could not see was known as:
( ) position indicator
) radar
) proximity fuze
) walkie-talkie
) f ido
76.
The home of the King of England is at:
( ) No. 10 Downing Street
( ) Buckingham Palace
( ) Malacanan Palace
( ) The Kremlin
( ) Barbarini Palace
96
92
88
88
77.
The Japanese surrender was signed aboard
the battleship:
( ) North Dakota
( ) Wyoming
( ) Iowa
( ) West Virginia
( ) Missouri 81
78.
The most important demand of those out on
strike at present seems to be:
( ) a closed shop
( ) repeal of the 'Wagner Act
( ) greater unemployment relief benefits
( ) passage of the ’Murray Bill”
( ) 52 hours pay for 40 hours work
79. The first experiments in the United States
with the Atomic Bomb were held in:
( ) New Mexico
( ) Tennessee
( ) Arizona
( ) Florida
( ) California
80. The American general, hero of Bataan, who
returned last fall after 3 years of im-
prisonment by the Japs was:
72
€*
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80. (
3
) Gen. Gerow
•
( ) Gen. Mountbatten
( ) Gen. Lemay
( ) Gen. Spaatz
( ) Gen. Wainwright 95 88
81. The Norwegian traitor executed in the
Autum of 1945 was:
( ) Pierre Laval
( ) Otto Hahn
0 ) Vidkun Quisling
( ) Eric Solem
( ) Lord Swinton 84 56
82. The German woman convicted and executed
for inhuman treatment of war prisoners was:
( ) Use Lothe
( ) Eva Braun
( ) Irma Grese
( ) Annie Haas
( ) Juana Schmidt 42 32
83. One of the greatest inventions of the war
was the proximity fuze. It rates in im-
portance with radar and the atomic bomb.
Its purpose was to:
( ) enable planes to travel safely in fog
( ) to set off bombs , rockets , shells, etc.
at desired spot.
( ) to warn troops of nearby Jap snipers
( ) to drive stubborn Japs out of caves.
( ) to enable one plane to keep in touch
with another plane nearby 62 28
84 . The man elected to succeed Mayor LaGuardia
in New York City is:
( ) Jonah Goldstein
( ) Newbold Morris
( ) William O’ Dwyer
( ) Edward Flynn
( ) Thomas Dewey 82 60
85. The carrier commissioned in October 1945
by President Truman was the:
.
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85. ( ) Franklin D. Roosevelt
( ) Hornet
( ) Yorktown
( ) Midway
( ) Enterprize 93 72
86. Following the Japanese surrender, world
peace was interrupted by trouble in:
( ) Argentina
( ) Netherland India (Java)
( ) Siberia
( ) Philippines
( ) India 45 16
87 . Many U.S. servicemen married girls in, and
from
,
foreign countries . The number is about:
( ) 5,000
( ) 25,000
( ) 100,000
( ) 250,000
( ) 500,000 14 12
88. The large automobile company whose busniess
is at a standstill in Dec. 1945 and Jan,
1946 due to laoor troubles is:
( ) Ford Motor Co.
( ) General Motors Co.
( ) Studebaker Corp.
( ) Chrysler Corp.
( ) Packard Motor Co. 77 64
89 . The World War II cartoonist and author of
”Up Front” is:
( ) Ernie Pyle
( ) Ernest Hemingway
( ) Harry Kurnitz
( ) Jack Treadwell
( ) Bill Maulding 62 45
90. The Admiral on whom much of the blame for
|
Fesrl Harbor was placed was:
( ) Adm. Kimmel
( ) Adm. Ingram
( ) Adm. King 77 36
( ) Adm. Halsey
( ) Adm. Nimitz
..
.
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91. The leader of the 14th Air Force, with bases
in China and known as ’’Flying Tigers", who
returned in 1945 was:
( ) Jimmie Doolittle
( ) George Walker
( ) ”Pappy"Boyington
( ) Claire Chennault
( ) Gerald Johnson 89
92. The author of the plan to provide 60 million
jobs in United States Is:
( ) Walter Winchell
( ) Harry Hopkins
( ) Henry Wallace
( ) Cordell Hull
( ) Paul McNutt 32
93. The latest medicine derived from bacteria
in the soil and designed to treat typhoid,
cholera, and surgical infections is;
( ) streptomycin
( ) sulphanilimide
( ) penicillin
( ) vivicillin
( ) tyrothricin 25
94. During the war, the name Carl Mydans app-
eared frequently in the newspapers and
periodicals. He was:
( ) in charge of the selective service
program
( ) head of the War Manpower Commission
( ) Lt. Gen. who led the Marines in
taking Iwo Jima
( ) inventor who aided greatly in im-
proving the use made of radar
( ) a war reporter for Time and Life
magazines 28
95. The Christian Science Monitor is different
from most other newspapers in that it:
( ) devotes much space to religious in-
struction
( ) contains the best summary of the
sporting world
( ) contains news pertinent only to the
Christian church
correct
Girls
40
20
11
I
28
I
..
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95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
( ) contains world news leaving out the
senational material
( ) devotes many pages to the important
social happenings 60 40
In October 1945, the stage was set for poss-
ible trouble between Russia and England due
to an overlapping of interests. The country
involved was:
( ) Iraq
( ) India
( ) Iran
( ) Palestine
( ) Persia 57 40
The present Vice President and research
director of General Motors Corp., inventor
of the self starter, ethyl gasoline, diesel
locomotives and the hypotherm machine is:
( ) Charles Steinmetz
( ) Charles Kettering
( ) BillChryst
( ) Thomas Midgley Jr.
( ) Herman Schwarze 33 20
The Readers Digest recently gave much space
to the name Gene Castle. His name is
associated with:
( ) leading football player for Army
( ) assistance given in the perfection
of the atomic bomb
( ) manufacture of huge earth-moving
equipment
( ) established a new transcontinental
speed record by air
( ) production of home movies 49 28
The new, energetic, 38 year-old Governor
of Georgia who is lifting the state out
of ’’Tobacco Road" is:
( ) Ellis Arnall
( ) Eurith ”Ed" Rivers
( ) Gene Talmadge
( ) Claude Pepper
( ) Erskine Caldwell
15 9
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The widely read magazine, supported wholly
by subscriptions and devoted to the best
articles from current nagazines is:
( ) Sat. Eve. Post
( ) Harpers
( ) Time
( ) Readers Digest
( ) Life 69
The Archives of American folk song contain
10,000 recordings of American folk lore
gathered from all sections of U.S. by one
individual over a number of years. He is:
( ) Irving Berlin
( ) John Lomax
(
‘
) Jan Pierce
( ) Alexander Kipnis
( ) George Cohan 18
The outstanding radio commentator and news-1
paper columnist who has exposed many un-
American activities during the war is:
( ) Walter Lipman
( ) Ned Calmer
( ) Lowell Thomas
( ) Walter Winchell
( ) Elmer Davis 78
There seems to be much discussion recently
in regard to a national home for the Jewish
people. The country suggested is:
( ) Iraq
( ) Iran
( ) Syria
( ) Palestine
( ) Turkey 90
The new ambassador to China appointed by
President Truman is:
( ) Gen. Wedemeyer
( ) Gen. Marshall
( ) Maj. Gen. Hurley
( ) Sen. Raymond Willis i 62
( ) Adm. Halsey
correct
Girls
44
8
56
72
I 36
..
.
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105. The German term ’’Schnorkel ” refers to:
( ) the underground army to fight after
defeat
( ) the fast, heavily armed tank used
in the latter part of the war.
( ) the destructive, jet propelled rocket
( ) a device to allow planes to shoot
at an object that they could not see
( ) a device to allow submarines to
’’breathe” under water 28 10
106. The 1944 Academy Award for women went to:
( ) Joan Crawford
( ) Ingrid Bergman
( ) Hedy Lamaar
( ) Margaret O’Brien
( ) Ann Sheridan 82 80
107. The present czar of the Am. Federation
of Musicians who is presently causing much
animosity in the musical world is:
( ) Irving Berlin
( ) George Cohan
( ) George Gershwin
( ) James Petrillo
( ) Serge Kousevitsky 57 28
108. At the Potsdam meeting one nation was
singled out for disapproval and barred
from membership in the United Nations.
This country was:
( ) The Franco government of Spain
( ) Sweden’s collaborationist govt.
( ) Portugal
( ) Argentina
( ) Turkey 59 32
109. Because the Atomic Bomb, of recent manufect-
ure
,
is to dangerous to loose in a lawless
world, Pres. Truman said the secret of its
production would be shared by United State: 5
and Britain and:
( ) Russia
( ) Australia
( ) Canada 54 40
( ) Sweden
( ) France
..
.
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Jap reports of victims sickening and dying
several weeks after the atomic bombing
lent support to stories that the bombs
threw off lingering and deadly:
( ) sulphurous gases
( ) disease germs
( ) radio-active gases
( ) paralytic rays
( ) chlorine fumes 55
On the heals of V-J Day celebrations, civ-
ilians felt the first effects of peace
when rationing was lifted on:
( ) meat and butter
( ) Gasoline and sugar
( ) gasoline and canned goods
( ) gasoline, fats, and oils.
( ) shoes 69
Much has been said recently in regard to
the "Murray Bill" in Congress. It is de-
signed to:
( ) guarantee full employment
( ) provide cash bonuses for veterans
( ) control the Atomic Bomb
( ) repeal bans on foreign loans
( ) dispose of surplus war commodities 67
The first step in Englands' government
evolution towards Socialism was its ann-
ounced intention to nationalize:
( ) the cotton mills
( ) Bank of England
( ) the radio industry
( ) the fishing industry
( ) the department stores 46
The Governor of my state is
(fill in the name on the line above) 82
One of the Senators from my state is
(fill in the name on the line above
)
72
60
56
28
68
52
<
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116. In his speech to Congress, on military
training. President Truman proposed:
( ) a large army and navy maintained
on a voluntary basis
( ) six months work experience for all
18 year-olds
( ) one year of military training for
youths when graduated from high-
school or becoming 18 years of age 1
( ) three summers of military training
for all youth
( ) that selective service be continued
for one year without acting now on
peacetime conscription 69 52
117. The army and the navy were at odds recently
on the question of:
( ) who was to blame for Pearl Harbor
( ) who gets the credit for the atomic
bomb
( ) whether the two services should be
merged into one department
( ) compulsory military training
( ) who should control air power 61 36
118. The star fullback of the great football
team of the Army for 1945 was:
( ) Erwin Lahousen
( ) Bob MacLoed
( ) Felix Blanchard
( ) Steve Owen
( ) Sam Andre 74 37
119. The General Motors strike of Jan. 1946
seems to center on the company’s refusal
to agree to the Union’s demand fori*
( ) a 40$ wage increase
( ) a closed shop
( ) a 30 hour week
( ) "the check off system.”
( ) examination of its books to see if
profits warrant a 30$ wage increase 49 25
120. The British government suddenly cut Pan-
American daily New York to London flights
to two a week because Pan-American:
..
.
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120 .
121 .
122 .
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124.
125.
( ) was selling passages too cheaply
( ) was not a British owned concern
( ) had not paid for its airport privileges
( ) was accused of spying on fortifications
( ) didn’t grant priorities to important
Britons 19
The purpose of the Bretton Woods agreement
was too:
( ) extend lend-lease for two more years
( ) keep post-war air free to all nations
( ) redeem United Nations invasion money
( ) remove tariff barriers among "big 5"
( ) set up an international monetary fundi 30
i
Though all mourned Pres. Roosevelt’s death,
|
it was decide to go through with the San
Prancisoo Conference on:
( ) airways
( ) refugee settlement
( ) post-war armaments
( ) the world organization
( ) food crisis
Microwave discoveries mean that post-war
we should have:
( ) a preventative against polio, a
sure cure for cancer
( ) better television, home to auto-
mobile telephones, etc.
( ) radio driven autos, planes, streetcarjs
( ) telescopes so strong that they will
show life on other worlds
( ) three dimensional motion pictures
73
48
Early in 1945, a federal judge ruled that
President Roosevelt had no right to:
( ) enforce the Little Steel formula
( ) force musicians to start making records
( ) seize Montgomery Ward Co.
( ) settle wage disputes 52
To give a job to Ex-Vice Pres. Wallace,
President Roosevelt ousted from office:
( ) Sidney Hillman 38
( ) Thomas Lamont ( ) Jesse Jones
( ) Henry Morganthau Jr. ( ) Harry Hopkins
16
52
32
24
22
.
1. Comparison of Boys’ and Girls’ Scores
The results indicate a great difference in the know-
ledge of current affairs of boys and girls. Figure 3 in-
dicates that girls have a mean of 57.7 while boys have a
mean of 79.3 . This may be due to the fact that some
questions were of a scientific nature and were, therefore,
of more interest to boys.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Scores of 237 Boys and
347 Girls on the Current Happenings Test
Key to Figure 2.
* indicates the mean score
—
*
*
—
indicates standard deviation of the group
indicates range of the group
note --the same key will be used for Figures 3 to 10
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Many of the questions which could not be classified in
this manner were answered incorrectly by a correspondingly
large number of girls as shown by sn examination of the in-
dividual results of each question. Considerable variability
will be noted in the scores of both sexes.
It may be that much of the lethargy of women to current
happenings today had its origin in secondary-school. The
findings clearly indicate that we must cultivate a greater
interest in current-happenings among high-school girls.
2. Comparison of the Scores of Pupils of Different Ages
As will be noted from an examination of Figure 3, the
16-year-old group secured the highest mean. Those who have
the ability to reach the senior year at 16 probably have
a greater interest and ability in their school work and
so acquire a greater knowledge of their surroundings. It
will be noted that the range of scores in the case of the
16-year-old group is less than the 17 or 18 year group.
Other age groups were experienced in the study but not in
numbers great enough to be significant. The study does in-
dicate a rather heterogeneous group In relation to ages,
the range being 15 to 23 years of age.
.
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Figure 3. Distribution of Scores of Students 16 to
19 years of Age on Current-Happenings Test
3. Comparison of the Course Being Followed
In compiling the results of the test, it became ob-
vious that only three courses could be compared. These
are college, general, and commercial. There were several
other courses but not In numbers sufficient for verifica-
tion of results. In addition, two of the schools examined
have individualized courses of study, making it impossible
to arrange the students in a given course.
Figure 4 shows a wide variation in means in the three
courses compared. The college students with a mean of 77
are far ahead of the other courses.
't
V.
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Figure 4. Distribution of Scores on the Current-
Happenings Test of Students Following
Different Courses of Study
Most schools encourage only those with high abilities
to follow a college preparatory course, hence the result-
ing difference in means. The commercial course is usually
made up of a large majority of girls accounting for the
low mean in the commercial field as was pointed out earlier
in the discussion of scores in relation to sex. The general
course group, with a mean of 64, composing both sexes in
about equal proportions, tends to be near the mean for
the entire group tested.
The standard deviation and range of the three groups
are nearly the same and compare with one another in nearly
the same relationship as their means.
U
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4. Comparison of the Number of Newspapers Read Daily
The students were asked to give the names of the
newspapers that they read regularly. It should be noted
that this gives no measure of the amount of reading but
merely the number of different papers. For comparison it
will be assumed that the average time spent on each paper
in each of the four groups to be compared will be the same.
It will be noted from inspection of Figure 5 that mean
scores are directly proportional to the number of papers
read daily. Inspection of the ranges of the groups indicates
a very small amount of knowledge of current affaifcs for
some students reading two or more papers daily.
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81
89
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107
95
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51 56
28
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Figure 5. Distribution of Scores on the Current
Happenings Test of Students Reading
One to Four Newspapers
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5. Comparison of Students in Regard to Number of Mag-
azines Read Regularly
As in the case of newspapers, the students were asked
to give the names of the periodicals read regularly. Again,
there is no means of determining the amount of reading but
merely the number of different sources of reading. The mean
score is in direct proportion to the number of magazines fead,
the range being 59 to 78 as shown in Figure 6. The results
indicate that, regardless of plan used in covering the mat-
erial contained therein, the more periodicals the student
comes in contact with the higher the resulting knowledge of
current affairs. That some individuals reading one magazine
secured higher scores than others reading several, demonstra-
tes the importance of thoroughness of reading those period-
Is we do subscribe to •
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Figure 6. Distribution of Scores on Current-Happenings
Test of Students Reading One to Five Magazines
A
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6. Comparison of the Scores in Relation to Language
Spoken at Home
Students who speak English at home received a mean
of 67 as compared to 53 for those speaking English and a
foreign language and 57 for those speaking a foreign language
only at home. Figure 7 shows the greatest range among the
English-speaking group. This may he due to a larger number
of cases being English-speaking. The standard deviation,
in the case of the English-speaking group, is much less
than in the case of the other groups.
Figure 7. Distribution of Scores of Students Speak-
ing Various Languages in the Home
.
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7. Comparison of Scores in Relation to Number of
Social-Studies Courses Taken in High-School
One would be predisposed to expect students having
many social-studies in high-school to secure a score on
this test proportionately higher than those having few.
This certainly would be true if the courses were developing
an alertness and appreciation of current affairs in the
minds of the pupils. To measure this development, the stu-
dents were asked to name the courses they had taken in the
social-studies field. To aid them, they were given the names
of all subjects which could be properly classed in this
field. The results are shown in Figure 8 .
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Figure 8. Distribution of Scores of Students Having
One to Seven Social-Studies Courses
G
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Those students having one and two courses secured a
mean of 65 as compared to 62 for the three, four, and
five courses group. As would be expected, the six and seven
courses group secured a higher mean of 80. The resulting
high mean in the first group in relation to the second prob-
ably results from many college preparatory students being
in that group. As was explained earlier, their mean scores
were higher.
8. Comparison of Scores With Respect to Favorite Sub-
ject in School
The students were given an opportunity to express the
subject in school that they preferred. The writer had a
twofold purpose in mind. First, to determine to what degree
the students favored social-studies and, secondly, to meas-
ure this group in comparison to those who favored other-
fields of work.
About 16 per cent selected tbe social-studies field
as their favorite area with an equal number selecting
english and the commercial field. Approximately 14 per
cent selected mathematice while 8 per cent chose physics
and chemistry. The remaining 30 per cent was delegated in
nearly equal amounts to languages, home-economics, art,
industrial arts, and science.
The mean of the social-studies field was 76 being
m
'
50
three points below the group interested in science. The
highest scores were secured by students whose favorite sub-
jects were in the social-studies field. Figure 9 compares
the groups in detail.
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Figure 9. Distribution of Scores of Students in Re-
lation to their Favorite Subjects in School
Key to Figure 9:
1 commercial field
2 science
3 social-studies
4 english
5 industrial-arts
6 art
7 home -economics
8 mathematics
9 languages
10
physics and chemistry
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9. Family Members in the Armed Service
Due to the anxiety of having immediate family members
fighting in the far corners of the world, and the accom-
panying dangers, many people who ordinarily gave little
attention to current affairs were thought to be keeping
abreast of daily happenings. In order to measure this
amount in high-school seniors, they were asked who, in
their immediate family was in the armed service. The scores
were then arranged in the relationship shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. Distribution of Scores of Students in
Relation to Number of Family Members
in the Armed Service
Those who were In the armed service have a higher resulting
mean than the other groups, it being 74. There is little to
indicate that the above thesis, as far as high-school
Boston University
School of Education
Library
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students are concerned, is tenable; the group having three
and more members having secured a ldwer mean than those
having no members under arms. This does not in any way in-
validate the supposition as far as it concerns adults.
10. Percentages of Students Answering Correctly the
Separate Questions of the Test
In order to determine in what fields the students had
the greatest knowledge and interest, the questions were
scored individually as well as collectively. The repro-
duction of the test on pages 18 to 40 compares each ques-
tion in relation to all others and in relation to sexes.
The test consists of 53 questions dealing with the war,
53 questions dealing with activities at home, 5 with sports,
12 with foreign happenings, and 2 with medical science.
The full conclusions to be drawn from the results of the
individual questions will be discussed in detail in Chapter
3.

CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE STUDY
One of the goals of any subject, and more especially
the social-studies field, is to train for citizenship.
No other goal can be more paramount. One authority express-
es it thus: "To be an all round, good citizen is the primary
aim of all social-studies courses. To achieve this one must
be efficient and cooperative in all the relations of life;
1/
economic, social, religious, and political. —
In general, the scores resulting from the test indicate
a lack of acquaintance and alertness to the main issues of
1945, an isolation as it were from that larger group life
understanding, of which and participation in which are nec-
essary for the development of an ’all round citizen’.
The discussion and conclusions to be drawn from the
study will follow the same plan as used in Chapter II.
1. Comparison of Students as to Sex
As was suggested earlier, the low mean of girls might
be attributed to the nature of some of the questions. It
could be assumed that some were masculine in nature, that
is, of greater interest to boys. However, referral to
1/ J. M. Gambrill, Experimental Curriculum Making in the
Social-Studies, pi 29
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questions 3, 7, 12, 28, 32, 48, 63, 70, 71, 78, and 118
on pages 18 to 40 show that in some fields which are, or
should be, of equal significance to girls, scores are com-
paratively low. The number of boys and girls knowing the
governor and senator of their state was small as compared
to those who knew the prime minister of England during the
war
.
The results indicate clearly a greater need for empha-
sis for both boys and girls, and more especially the latter,
on current-happenings and its relationship to being an act-
ive
,
intelligent, participant in citizenship.
2. Age of the Students
It is probably true that the students of 16 years of
age have the highest average intelligent quotient of any
of the groups although the writer has no records on this
rratter. The results indicate that a large group, approach-
ing voting age, are not in a position to react intelligent-
ly to the issues of the day. Assuming that the mean age of
the 19 year group to be 19.5 years, we may conclude that
they are within 1.5 years of assuming full citizenship.
For many the high-school is of a terminal nature hence the
last opportunity to receive formal training in citizenship.
As teachers, we need to check more closely on the training
of these students who, today, are on the threshold of be-
coming tomorrow’s voters.
-
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3. Course Being Followed
Many of the leaders of tomorrow should be found among
the college preparatory group. This group, in general,
will contain many who are training for future professional
and semi-professional positions. It would seem imperative
that this group must be well trained for citizenship to
become leaders. The mean, though higher than the other
groups, does not indicate proper knowledge of current af-
fairs for prospective leaders.
4. Number of Newspapers Read Daily
The wide range of scores in Figure 5 indicates an
equally wide range in thoroughness of reading. Some stu-
dents, although exposed to the newspapers, seem nearly
oblivious of the material contained therein.
One of the main objectives of the social-studies pro-
gram should be the development of correct reading habits
in relation to newspapers and periodicals. In addition
they should develop the ability to differentiate between
news and propaganda. The results indicate poor reading
habits in general, more especially those students secur-
ing scores less than the mean in groups 2, 3, and 4 in
Figure 5. The results indicate that students should be
encouraged to read several newspapers, resulting in bet-
ter coverage of the news.
..
'
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5. Number of Magazines Read Regularly
Many of the students in answer to the quest ion, "What
magazines are you reading regularly?" gave the names of
cheap periodicals of little or no literary value. It is
doubtful that these magazines have much educational value.
A good social-studies program would do well to familiarize
and interest these students in the good points of the bet-
ter magazines on the newstands. As in the case of newspapers
the results show a definite improvement with exposure to sev
eral magazines. We should, therefore, encourage the reading
of several periodicals. There are several publishers who dis
tribute current-e vents tests regularly for classroom use.
Social-studies teachers would do well to familiarize them-
selves with these aids to teaching current topics. These
tests create excellent motivation for regular, intensive,
reading of the better magazines and give the student an
insight into the more important issues of the day.
6. Language Spoken at Home
Approximately 12 per cent of the students checked are
speaking some language other than English at home. This
may be a single foreign language or a combination of Eng-
lish and another language. Students speaking a foreign
language at home were only 82 per cent as accurate on the
test as those speaking English. It may be that the part
.
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time use of another language causes him to he less fluent
with the English language. He may he doing his reasoning In
a foreign language and finding it difficult to translate his
thoughts into English. The student may find few, if any
newspapers and periodicals in his home written in the Eng-
lish language. In this case it would seem wise for the school
to give all students access to such material in the school
library.
It is not the intention of the writer to offer solution
to this current problem. It is obviously one of the more Im-
portant problems of school officials, the solution of which
will require vtheir assiduous attention.
7. Number of Social-Studies Courses Taken
The answers given by the students to this question in-
dicate a well-rounded social-studies program in most high-
schools. The offerings are generous and the number of stu-
dents having three or more courses comprises a large major-
ity. It will be noted from Figure 8, that the group having
six and seven courses secured a much higher mean than others.
This group contained many who, in addition to the other
social-studies offerings, were taking a course called ’’prob-
lems of democracy” or "human relations”. It would seem that
teachers of these courses are putting emphasis on an alert-
ness to present day issues which all social -studies courses
..
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should have. School officials should give serious thought
to making this subject required of all seniors.
8. Favorite Subject in School
That at least 10 different fields of high-school work
were selected by high-school students as their favorite
subject speaks well for the motivation of secondary-school
teachers. However, a small group expressed disapproval of
all subjects in school. Some of these students received
high scores which would tend to discredit their answer.
That students most interested in the social-studies field
did not completely out-score those interested in other
I
fields is somewhat disallusioning. It is undoubtedly true
that scientific minded students, in reading newspapers
and magazines dealing with science, contacted much of the
material found in the test. This may account for their
mean being higher than for the students interested in the
social-studies field.
9. Family Members in the Armed Service
It is interesting to note that the highest mean was
secured by those students who served in the armed forces
themselves. This seems difficult to explain in view of
the fact that many of them were away from United States
and without access to publications of any kind. Many of
’•
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these students are now of voting age and possibly are more
conscious of their responsibilities as citizens thus becom-
ing better informed in issues of the day. This group, being
all boys, would tend to score higher for reasons explained
in Chapter II.
There are several factors, some of which are difficult
to measure, which may have influenced the result, for exam-
ple, whether or not the family member was stationed in this
nation or overseas.
There is little to lead one to believe that scores were
influenced materially by immediate family members being in
the armed service.
10. Some of the More Salient Findings with Respect
to Specific Questions
It is not the intention of the writer to discuss each
of the 125 questions of the test. The reader is referred
to the reproduced test on pages 18 to 40 with accompany-
ing table depicting the individual results of each quest-
ion. Here, however, are some cf the findings that impress
the writer most.
1. In spite of the large amount of publicity given the
labor unions the past few months, it seems the students are
not well acquainted with the leaders.
2. Comparison of the 53 questions dealing with the war,
.
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indicates boys have a reasonable knowlege of the activities
while girls have a much less definite comprehension.
3. In relation to the activities at home, the range is
very great, from 100 per cent by boys in answer to question
21 down to 4 per cent by girls in answer to question 120.
The results indicate that on some issues, which are of a
very grave national and international consequence, the stu-
dents are not well informed. The results of questions 110,
119, and 121 are examples to mention a few.
4. Sports are a subject of great interest to both boys
and girls as the results of questions 12, 48, 70, snd 118
indicate. It is interesting to note that more boys, and
nearly as many girls, were familiar with these four quest-
ions as were familiar with the senator from their state.
It may be that sports, as important as they are, are receiv-
ing an unjustifiable amount of emphasis in many secondary
schools. In some areas a school is judged by how many foot-
ball games they won the past season or which school seems
to be the favorite to take home the state championship tro-
phy in basketball.
5. The results indicate that seniors are rather famil-
iar with the leaders of Russia and Inglarid during the war
though a much smaller number are acquainted with the name
of their present governor. Examination of questions 44, 57,
..
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58, 60, 62, 74 and 76 on pages 18 to 40 reveals a rather
high accuracy of facts pertinent to other nations, especial-
ly on the part of the boys.
6. Neither boys nor girls seem to be acquainted with
the new drug, streptomycin, although it has received much
publicity in the newspapers and magazines recently.
7. Question 19 reveals that very few students are famil-
iar with the 20th amendment which, among other things, chang-
ed the inauguration of the president from March 3rd to Jan-
uary 20th.
8. It seems rather inexcusable that less than two-thirds
of the girls were familiar with question 37 dealing with the
highest award to servicemen in our country. It received much
attention in all publications, radio programs, and movie
theaters
.
9. Many students had little, if any, comprehension of
the size of our armed forces as shown in answer to question
42. It is interesting again to note that girls were more
familiar than boys with this question. Again girls were
better acquainted with the date of the death of President
Roosevelt than were the boys.
10. Question 48, dealing with the recently elected
Commissioner of baseball, though well camouflaged, was an-
swered correctly by a large majority of the boys and nearly
•’
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half of the girls.
11. There is evidence that the present trial of war
criminals in Germany is of little importance to these stu-
dents as nearly one-half, in answer to question 58, mention-
ed individuals now on trial for their lives.
12. Possibly due to the novelty of it all, most students
are familiar with the atomic bomb. At least they are aware
of the basic mineral used in it.
13. A large majority are well aware that Princess Eliza-
beth will, in all probability, be the next ruler of England.
The boys were equally familiar with this situation.
14. The results of question 95 indicate that about one-
half of the students are not familiar with the Christian
Science Monitor. If a school library is to contain any news-
paper, the school officials would do well to consider this
publication.
15. A check of the results of question 100 leads one to
believe that the Readers Digest is a stranger to about one-
half of the students checked. A check of question 98 indi-
cates an even larger percentage are not reading the magazine
regularly.
16. That all are interested in the movies is indicated
by the results of question 106. It will be remembered thfet
this item had been news for nearly 12 months when the test
.
was given.
17. It seems hard to believe that more than one-half of
the students tested are unaware that Russia has not been en-
trusted with the secrets of the atomic bomb. Results of
question 109 reveal this to be true.
11. Recommendations as a Result of the Study
The results indicate a lack of emphasis on newspapers
and periodicals in the high-school program. The various
subject-matter teachers, and more especially the social-
studies teachers, should stress the importance of current-
happenings. It is imperative that all citizens keep abreast
of the fast tempo of events at the present time. It becomes
the duty of all teachers to stress current-happenings In all
classes to the end that the students of today may be well
prepared for citizenship tomorrow.
Every school should have a schedule so arranged that
all students will have access to a library generously sup-
plied with at least two daily papers and several of the bet-
ter periodicals in quantities comparable to the total enroll-
ment of the school. The wise teacher will use proper motiv-
ation and formulate regular reading habits on the part of
her classes.
Though not a part of this study, the distance covered in
the test by many students reveals faults in reading speed
*.
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which, in some cases, are very serious. School officials
would do well to check on this if they have not already
done so.
It seems advisable for all social-studies teachers to
put extra emphasis on the girls in their classes as they
have an equal responsibility with the boys in accepting the
responsibilities of citizenship. It is inconceivable that
one can be an intelligent citizen without a good knowledge
of the issues of the present both national and international.
Inasmuch as a course in problems of democracy seems to
touch more closely on current-happenings, and as for many
this senior year represents the end of their formal educa-
tion, the writer believes this course should be required
of all students during their senior year in high-school.
12. Other Possible Research Studies
iM o attempt was made to measure the attitudes of the stu-
dents in relation to controversial problems both national
and international. At the present time, with so many of these
outstanding differences before us calling for our immediate
settlement, it would seem to be an ideal time to measure
high-school seniors in this respect. It would give us an
insight Into the amount of prejudice, hatred, and race su-
periority that exists at the present time in spite of a ll
that is being done to abolish it.
c,
.
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Odd-Even Analysis of 100 Random Scores
(Every fourth paper checked)
Student Odd Even Student Odd Even
1 32 36 43 43 43
2 44 44 44 59 55
3 46 40 45 37 40
4 52 52 46 43 40
5 33 34 47 45 43
6 54 55 48 46 45
7 46 45 49 54 52
8 35 37 50 54 56
9 53 57 51 32 31
10 43 45 52 30 27
11 37 40 53 25 22
12 34 28 54 37 34
13 46 45 55 38 37
14 55 54 56 39 40
15 38 39 57 40- 40
16 46 45 58 50 50
17 55 54 59 51 52
18 38 39 60 44 43
19 46 45 61 42 38
20 52 55 62 32 33
21 38 36 63 38 35
22 35 35 64 38 36
23 49 49 65 46 42
24 37 37 66 31 35
25 49 47 67 51 31
26 31 31 68 29 27
27 29 29 69 21 25
28 35 31 70 26 23
29 22 16 71 23 22
30 27 26 72 23 21
31 48 50 73 21 16
32 45 41 74 17 20
33 37 39 75 15 14
34 28 27 76 53 58
35 38 36 77 50 52
36 28 23 78 50 51
37 33 31 79 49 48
38 38 35 80 48 45
39 48 52 81 44 46
40 34 32 82 41 44
41 44 44 83 41 42
42 40 41 84 38 42
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Odd-Even Analysis (continued)
Student Odd Even
85 38 42
86 40 39
87 40 38
88 37 38
89 35 34
90 34 30
91 31 30
92 30 34
93 33 30
94 22 24
95 23 20
96 20 20
97 52 56
98 42 46
99 37 38
100 34 35
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Computation of the Coefficient of Correlation of the Cur-
r ent-Happenings Test from data on the preceding page .
C, = + .43
Cy = - .16
Cm Cy =-.0688
Sx*
_
2259
“ loo
T7»x = 4.76
Sy*
_
2628
~
“TOO
XT y 3 5.12
= 22.59
= 26.28
R
£264-
.0688
loo
4.76 x 5.12
R - 22 . 57
24.37
R = .926
Using the Spearman Brown Formula
R#j
R
•x -
2 x .926
1 4- .926
1.852
1.926
R,x c .961
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